Medical and Laboratory Glass Market in Russia (2002 - Q3 2009)

Description: The report is devoted to investigation of medical and laboratory glass market in Russia and its development till 2012. The work is a desk research. As informational sources, we used data of Rosstat (Federal Statistic Service of Russia), Federal Customs Service of Russia, official statistics of railage of JSC "RZHD", annual and quarterly reports of companies, regional mass-media, web-sites of companies producing and consuming medical and laboratory glass as well as databases by GS "Expert". The report contains 74 pages, including 33 Figures, 13 Tables and Appendix.

The first Section is devoted to analysis of medical and laboratory glass production in Russia in 2002-2009, including regional structure of production, as well as volumes of production of leading producers. The section also presents brief description of production technology of medical and laboratory glass, its properties and quality. Moreover the Section describes the main companies-producers of medical and laboratory glass, their current standing and projects. The forecast of medical and laboratory glass production in Russia till 2012 is presented.

The second Section presents analysis of Russian foreign trade in medical and laboratory glass, including statistics on volumes of operations in 2002-9 months of 2009 in bulk and money terms, regional structure of exports and imports, data on volumes and destinations of the supplies by the main exporters and importers.

The third Section is devoted to prices on medical and laboratory glass at Russian market and submits prices by enterprises in 2009 as well as export-import prices.

The fourths Section presents analysis of consumption of medical and laboratory glass in Russia, including supply-demand balance of the products, regional and sectoral structure of consumption as well as current conditions and prospects of development of the largest companies-consumers of the products.

The fifth, final Section of the report is devoted to forecast of medical and laboratory glass consumption in Russia till 2012.

The Appendix includes addresses and contact information on the main companies-producers of medical and laboratory glass in Russia.
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